Comeau Aerospace Inc. - Mission
The mission is pro-active to establish, build, acquire, develop and provide
1) Technology : capabilities and competence in engineering, production, assembly and testing with
industry practice and advanced state of the art and science, optimized with integrated aero industry
technology business units, air/space craft, products and services;
2) Infrastructure: facilities, machinery, resources and personnel, general and specialized training,
education, knowledge and competence in an co-operative environment dedicated to experimental
and applied OEM research and development, the technology mission and for successful enterprise
and mission tasking;
3) Strategic Enterprise Development: Promote a focused national vision for aircraft and aerospace
design engineering projects, general and advanced manufacturing and technology, strategic risk
and resource management, project management competence,
excellence in solid quality,
character, performance, value, style, reliability and efficiency of technology, products, services,
personnel, careers and business enterprise;
4) Energy and Atmosphere of Aerospace: promote opportunity, individual creativity, imagination,
productivity, prosperity, providence, challenge, reward, excitement, optimism and adventure;
directed with personal responsibility, a moral and industrious work ethic, leadership, vision; in an
ideal co-operative, inventive and innovative work environment;
5) Industry - Economic: new wealth production and management, optimize capital structure and
securities for personnel, community, investor and customer options, investment and acquisitions;
create, amplify and optimize providence, opportunities, independent and co-development
capabilities, compensation and revenue, augment industrial economic engine ;
6) Society: local, regional and national plan, mutually beneficial relations and transactions in
communities, enterprise, personnel, investors, customers, related industries, associations, all levels
of corresponding government, economic development agencies, entities and people;
7) Engineer, build and fly the ultimate flying machine, with a Product of Canada priority for total
industrial, economic, strategic, operational and tactical nationalist advantage;
Stratospheric potential...
△ Conventional and advanced projects in the initial design engineering phase;
△ State of the art capital structure, design and development, technology, products, intellectual
capital, custom build, co-development, acquisition options, including financial and non-financial
contributions, transactions, investment, trade and much more;
△ Integrated strategic and tactical capabilities for asset protection and management, ownership,
control, voting, business and career options, aero industry optimization;
△ Integrated with the Capital Vault Incorporated - Capital Account for a parallel universe of
features, benefits and powerful options without being an investor;
△ private self-directed asset and resource management enabled with more amazing options;
△ Integrated industry and economic infrastructure and capital markets;
△ Co-operative co-creation and development in an alternate reality system;
△ Maximize national and global export markets;
△ Stand on guard for Canada with Made in Canada and powerful freedom of choice...
△ Join the quest to explore and discover unparalleled opportunity, challenge and reward.
Comeau Aerospace Inc. - the ultimate flying machine adventure!
Explore our mission in a wide open sky with aerospace vision [Order_CVIx_CAI]
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